JOURNEYS OF VA
EMPLOYEES MAP

This map covers 23 career stages any VA employee may
encounter, from searching to staying connected. These stages
are organized in five phases in which each employee’s goals
and aspirations are distinctly different. Each employment
stage lists out moments employees typically experience and
calls out key Moments that Matter which may have significant
impact on employees’ experiences.

Not all VA employees are the same and there is no “one” VA
employee. There are, however, a broad set of shared moments
many employees will encounter. Different employee personas
will experience and navigate these moments in varied and
disparate ways. Using this journey as a guide to organize and
align around, VA can plan for and design better experiences for
employees.

Learning
by doing
Finding the
best way to
get things done
Navigating the
emotional parts
of my job
Navigating my
work schedule
in relation to
my professional
and personal
duties

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
Employees need
flexibility to effectively
navigate their job
duties and personal
responsibilities.
Without flexibility,
employees struggle
to create work-life
balance and are
at higher risk
for burnout.

Navigating
the chain
of command
in doing my
daily job

Seeing shifts
in my workload
based on staffing

Adapting and
readapting to
the culture
Working in a
mission-driven
organization

MOMENT THAT MATTERS

Meeting my
supervisor

Meeting
other new
employees
Preparing
my resume
Filling out
my application

Submitting
my application
and waiting to
hear back

Searching

Finding out
about jobs
at VA
Browsing
available jobs

Applying

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
How and when future
employees hear about
potential employment
at VA impacts whether
they consider the agency
as a future workplace.

Finding jobs
that match my
goals, interests,
and skills

Learning about
the agency and
the work I’ll
be doing

Considering
the offer

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
Working through the
tedious USAJobs process
can be a deterrent for
qualified applicants.
MOMENT THAT MATTERS

Wanting to
see the work
environment

Future employees
submit their application
and feel like it’s going
into the abyss.

Deciding to
accept or
decline offer

Accepting
my offer

Hearing back
about my
application

Waiting to
hear back

Attending
orientation

Complying with
background
check and other
requirements

Mentally
preparing for
my interview
Attending
my interview

Orientation is pivotal
for establishing a
foundation for an
employee’s VA career.
The information
provided and the
way it’s provided
are critical to how
employees perceive
VA as an employer.

Navigating
the need for
a mentor

Selecting
my benefits

Receiving &
considering
my offer

Interviewing

Meeting my
colleagues

MOMENT THAT MATTERS

Hearing
about
next steps

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
The interview is a
chance for a future
employee to see
whether VA and the role
itself will be a good fit.

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
The days and weeks
following the
acceptance of an offer
are exciting times for
new employees, and
their experiences during
this period are key to
laying the foundation
for their careers at VA.

Getting my
necessary
equipment
Coordinating
with HR

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
Supervisors are a key
guidepost and have
impacts on employees’
workload, career
trajectory, and ability to
create work-life balance.

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
While many employees
do not have either an
established or informal
mentor, those that do
develop a relationship
with a mentor benefit
from having someone
to guide them
throughout their
VA career.

Making
connections

Getting set up

Employees desire
continuity in their
workload and input
into what an
appropriate workload
looks like, which
requires receptive
leadership who act on
concerns around
workload and burnout.

Speaking up

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
Culture is the backbone
of employee experience
and cannot be overlooked.
Organizations need to
be intentional about
the culture they are,
or in some cases, are
not creating.
MOMENT THAT MATTERS
Employees should feel
they have recourse to air
concerns and that
leadership will hold
themselves accountable
to addressing them.
Without this mindset,
issues can fester and
further damage
the culture.

Seeing
my part in
fulfilling
VA’s mission

MOMENT THAT MATTERS

Receiving
kudos from
others

MOMENT THAT MATTERS

Employees need to be
able to see the value
they bring as individuals,
in addition to feeling
supported as one of
many contributors to
VA’s mission.

Attitudes towards
appreciation and
recognition vary by
individual; it’s important
to understand how
appreciation and
recognition factor into
employees’ value and
purpose and to take the
steps needed to make
them feel valued on a
regular basis.

Examining
my priorities

Navigating
the culture
Easing into
federal service
Understanding
my role

Familiarizing
myself with
the agency’s
resources

In an environment
where career
trajectories are
seemingly valued
more than
maintaining and
growing in one place,
employees who make
the choice to stay in
their current role
need to be recognized
and valued just as
much as their peers
who choose to pursue
new opportunities.

Getting
signatures
on paperwork
and returning
equipment
Coordinating
my benefits
Saying goodbye

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
How, when, and by
whom a new employee
is trained impacts how
well they will do in their
role and how they fit
into established
team processes.

Staying in my
current role

Seeing
my value

Doing my job

Setting my
career goals
Receiving
feedback
on my work

Collaborating
with others

Maintaining
my current
role
An employee may retain their current role because they
decided not to pursue a new role or they were not
selected. This moment feeds back into the Performing,
Growing, and Adapting loop. It is an inflection point
and is not marked by any sub-moments.

Understanding
my role in relation
to my team and
the agency
Connecting with
my colleagues on
a personal level
MOMENT THAT MATTERS
Creating a shared
understanding of team
values and norms is
crucial to forming
strong, collaborative,
and high-performing
teams. Aligning on
values and norms is also
a key piece to resolving
potential conflicts with
colleagues and holding
each other accountable.

Aligning on
team values
and norms

Communicating
with my team
MOMENT THAT MATTERS
An openness to
cross-collaboration and
bridging silos starts
with an organization’s
culture and needs to be
supported by highest
levels of leadership.

Engaging with
other teams

Learning
new skills

Receiving
formal feedback
from my
supervisor

Finding out about
trainings offered
by the agency
Coordinating
with my
supervisor
for time to
do training

MOMENT THAT MATTERS

Creating a plan
for growing
my skills

MOMENT THAT MATTERS

Applying for
trainings
Learning skills
from others

Supervisors play a key
role in helping employees
successfully participate in
trainings. Without a
supervisor’s support,
employees are challenged
to re-prioritize their job
responsibilities with
trainings and be fully
present in the training.

Working
toward my
performance
goals

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
Formal reviews—as
well as continuous
informal feedback—
are an opportunity
to tie together an
employee’s
performance, career
goals, and professional
growth. Without this
holistic view of their
performance,
employees can become
disengaged or can feel
undervalued.

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
When employees are not
given the opportunity to
provide formal feedback
and receive an exit
interview, VA does not get
the chance to lay the
groundwork for employees
to return or to understand
what could be improved at
VA or on the team from the
exiting employee’s
perspective.

Leaving
the agency

Developing
my career

Starting
my work

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
Having everything they
need on a technical front
creates a seamless
transition from
orientation to daily job
duties for new employees.

MOMENT THAT MATTERS

Expressing to
my supervisor
and colleagues
that I will
be leaving

Seeking guidance
from others
Considering
what is next

Staying
connected

Identifying ways
to continue
engaging with
the agency

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
Employees come into
VA with one set of
career goals and may
re-evaluate their goals
over time as they meet
them or as their life
circumstances change.
It’s important to
support employees with
a career development
framework that
encapsulates both nearand long-term goals
and gives them clarity
on the potential
opportunities ahead.

Taking the
skills and
values I’ve
acquired
with me

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
The VA mission
speaks strongly to
employees; some may
choose to seek out
new opportunities to
engage with VA after
they’ve left, while
others engage by
recommending
working at VA.

Considering
relationships
with prior
colleagues

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
Employees need access to
mentors and leaders
within their career path
who can provide guidance
and feedback to help
them meet their goals.

Having a clear, codified
skill development
framework that aligns
with their overall career
development is a key piece
in helping employees close
skill gaps and grow.

Seeking skillbuilding outside
of the agency
Attending
trainings and
conferences

Applying &
interviewing
for a new role

Moving to
my new role

Moving between
my former and
new roles

LEGEND

Moment

Browsing
available jobs

Moment
that
Matters

Finding out
about jobs
at VA

Career
Stage

Redefining
relationships
with my former
colleagues
Learning
about my new
responsibilities

Searching

CONSIDERING AND GETTING IN

STARTING UP

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
The many moving
pieces of an internal
transition can be
stressful for the
employee and all
needs to go right for
the transition to be
a success.
MOMENT THAT MATTERS
Employees struggle to
redefine their working
relationships after
transitioning into
new roles.

PERFORMING, GROWING, AND ADAPTING

Seeking support
from my current
supervisor
Filling out
my application
Navigating the
hiring evaluation
process
Preparing for
and attending my
panel interview

Considering
a new role

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
A supportive current
supervisor is key to
candidates choosing
to apply for a new
opportunity within VA.
A hostile or generally
unsupportive
supervisor can block a
qualified candidate
from applying to a role,
even if it would be a
good fit.

Wanting new
opportunities to
learn and grow
Learning about
opportunities
that meet my
goals and needs

MOMENT THAT MATTERS
Considering whether to
pursue a change in role is
pivotal for employees
because of the trade-offs it
presents. It may mean a
change in responsibilities,
team, salary, and work-life
balance, for better or worse.

Developed by the VA Veterans Experience Office
and the Office of Human Resources and
Administration/Operations, Security, and
Preparedness (HRA/OSP).

Waiting to hear
back about my
application and
interview

For more information, please email VAEX@va.gov

CHANGING ROLES

MOVING ON

JOURNEYS
OF VA
EMPLOYEES
MAP
NO TWO VA EMPLOYEES ARE THE SAME
Improving VA Employees’
Experience
A PROJECT BY THE VETERANS EXPERIENCE OFFICE (VEO) AND THE OFFICE
OF HUMAN RESOURCES AND ADMINISTRATION/OPERATIONS, SECURITY,
AND PREPAREDNESS (HRA/OSP)
The Veterans Experience team spoke with VA employees from across
the country to learn more about the diversity of their experiences. The
stories we heard emphasized employees’ deeply positive relationships
with VA, an organization dedicated to the wellbeing of Veterans, their
families, caregivers, and survivors. We also heard about opportunities
to improve the employee experience, so we might form trusting
relationships with employees throughout their VA careers.
The purpose of this effort is to catalyze action through analysis of
insights, so we can align what we do with the needs and expectations
of those who work for us.

CONTACT FOR MORE INFORMATION
VAEX@va.gov

